PREFACE

The research on “An Analysis of Independence of Judiciary and it’s Accountability in India” is both a challenging and fascinating exercise. Judiciary in India has been considered the most dynamic force for Indians to solve their problems. The stake holders – the Judges are very well respected by the people for their sincerity, dedication and commitment.

Time passes, people change and situations also change. Unfortunately corruption enters into Judiciary. For a few such corrupted persons the entire judiciary can not be blamed. Some such persons may be punished. The large number of cases cited in the study have been brought together, compiled in alphabetical order and placed as Table of Cases on whose basis the entire thesis paper has been analysed. These cases also have been marked alongwith other references chapter wise for ready reference of the readers. The Bibliography Section at the end of the last chapter has been placed with subsections like Books, Journals / Reports, News papers / Magazines etc. and Websites.

The present research work was mainly based on studying various dimensions of Judiciary and find out ways means to analyse the updated data collected over a period of one decade to reach to certain suggestions and conclusion which I hope will help the future researchers and students of Law to empower their knowledge on this topic.
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